Video Slot

Burning Aces
We welcome visitors to our opulent gaming spot, where visitors are
invited to try their luck with Burning Aces, a supercharged
Vegas-style slot machine. As you enter the hall, you'll see this
dreamboat: the iconic slot cabinet, gleaming and shining with a
large display announcing wins and twinkling buttons. Its
gravitational allure entices gamers to spin the reels and imagine
themselves in the comfort of brick-and-mortar casinos.
The sevens, clover, stars, and bells are all typical symbols of
luck in the slot, so it's bound to be a hit. Their combinations
can work miracles, leading to grandiose winnings.
With Burning Aces, you can experience the unique
atmosphere and energy of slot halls and strike your lucky
combo!

Game Summary
Game Type

VIDEO SLOT
Game Resolution

SCATTER SYMBOLS

Scatter symbols form
combinations regardless of
where they appear on the reels.
Diamond Scatter can occur
anywhere on the reels. Star
Scatter appears on the 1st, 3d,
and 5th reels.

JACKPOT GAME

The Jackpot game is a four-level
Jackpot. Each Jackpot level is
illustrated by a card suit:
• DIAMONDS - the 1st level;
• CLUBS - 2d level;
• HEARTS - 3d level;
• SPADES - 4th level.
After a single game has been
completed and all wins have
been collected, the Jackpot
game can be triggered at
random. The player is
automatically guaranteed one
of the Jackpots when the
Jackpot game is activated.

RTP

96.12%

Volatility

Mobile

Platforms

Vertical View

Game Features

Wild symbols can appear only
on the 2d, 3d, and 4th reels.
They substitute for all symbols,
except for Scatter symbols.
When the Wild symbol is a part
of a winning combination, it
expands, covering all positions
on the reel.

HTML5

FULL HD (16:9)

MED MED

WILD SYMBOLS

Technology

Yes

Yes

Information
Mobile + desktop

Yes

Mobile vertical

Yes

Reels

5

Rows

3

Bet lines

5

Min bet (EUR)

0.1

Max bet (EUR)

75

Hit Frequency

14.08%

Bonus Game

1 in 334

Win Amount
Big Win

1 in 70

Super Win

1 in 164

Mega Win

1 in 268

Epic Win

1 in 2458

Max payout for times bet
observed in 500 million spins:
Main Game

3 000

Bonus Game

3 000

Max win in EUR

229 350

